VENDING

PROVEN HYGIENE & CLEANING FOR
BEAN TO CUP MACHINES
Performance Focus
A powerfully effective and user friendly range of products widely used by machine manufacturers, distributors and
vending operators to professionally clean all types of bean to cup machines.
Our unique formulations derived from the most up to date chemical technology combined with extensive
testing and industry experience ensures that our products meet the latest hygiene, safety and environmental
standards and are harmless to the environment, machine components and contact surfaces.
Regular use of our products will maintain dispensed product quality, whilst significantly reducing the likelihood of
machine breakdowns due to blockages through poor cleaning and hygiene. This will also reduce the associated
costs of service call out charges and the loss of coffee sales during machine downtime.

Recommended Products
Our products have been designed to be used with machine manufacturers automatic cleaning systems, but can also
be applied manually for older machines. We would recommend the following products for your bean to cup
machines:

o BEAN TO CUP HYGIENE KIT — A two monthly kit containing our BREWER CLEANING TABLETS, MILKLINE
SOLUTION and DESCALER SOLUTION to keep your machine clean, hygienic and free of blockages. The
liquid components in the kit are supplied in handy one dose colour coded sachets to enable your
operators to regularly and correctly clean the machines. The use of these kits makes it easy to identify
machines which are not being regularly cleaned. Kit contents and other products listed below can also be
supplied separately.
Request a copy of a recent case study that demonstrates the £312,000 financial benefit of the use of our kits by
one of our customers, a national machine distributor and their client a major retail chain.

o BREWER CLEANING TABLETS — Use on your machines coffee brewer unit. One tablet a day will ensure
that the brewer unit remains clean, hygienic, free of blockages and dispensing a high quality product.

o MILKLINE SOLUTION — Use on your machines fresh milk pipes to ensure these and associated components
remain clean, hygienic, free of blockages and dispensing a high quality product.

o MILKLINE POWDER — An alternative to our milkline Solution where users prefer to use a mixed powder
solution option. Simply mix up with warm water and use on your machines fresh milk pipes to ensure
these and associated components remain clean, free of blockages and dispensing a high quality product.

o DESCALER POWDER — Remove milkstone deposits and scale build up in your machine by using this product
on a weekly or monthly basis dependant on local water conditions, in order to avoid pipe blockage in your
milklines and brewer units.

o DESCALER SOLUTION — An alternative to our descaler powder designed to remove milkstone deposits and
scale build up in your machine by using this product on a weekly or monthly basis dependant on local water conditions, in order to avoid pipe blockage in your milklines and brewer units.

o HAND AND SURFACE WIPES — A range of different sized wipes to hygienically clean machine fascias,
components and surfaces surrounding the machines.

o CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS — With our wide range of experience in other market sectors and our ability to
produce specialist formulations , we can often develop unique and easy to use products to meet your
particular cleaning and hygiene problems.
Please refer to individual Product Information Sheets for more detailed information on product performance and
packaging size availability.
Contact Bioguard today and experience the benefits we can bring to your operation !
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk

VENDING

Where to use!

PLASTIC REJUVENATOR SPRAY
Performance Focus
Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our PLASTIC REJUVENATOR SPRAY can be used
across a whole spectrum of machine plastic fascias. This product is
formulated to be sprayed and rubbed into plastic fascias to refresh
and rejuvenate component surfaces.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

o

WATER COOLERS

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

When to use!
When machines plastic fascias are faded
and need rejuvenating.

How to use!

o SAFE TO USE — Product is classified as safe for incidental food
contact and is therefore safe to use on machine fascias and
internal components unlike most other refurbishing products.

o ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY — Product is fully biodegradable
and in a spray bottle as opposed to aerosol bottle, reducing it’s
impact on the environment.

o SOLVENT FREE — Product does not contain solvents and so is safe
for your operators to use.

Spray solution into cloth and rub onto
plastic surface. Contact with glass or
shiny metal surfaces might cause
smearing, just use our ENGINEERS WIPES
to remove smearing.

Client Testimonial
REFURBISHMENT WORKSHOP
‘This product is great, we can now reuse
components we used to throw away and
it makes sure our refurbed machines go
out sparkling.’

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

500ML SPRAY

12 UNITS

PRS500

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk

VENDING

Where to use!

MILKLINE POWDER

o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

Performance Focus

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our MILKLINE POWDER can be used across a whole
spectrum of machines. This product is designed to be used manually or
through a machine’s automatic cleaning system to prevent component
blockage by eliminating milk build up in pipe work and machine
components to ensure a hygienically safe machine.

When to use!

Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o SUPERIOR CLEANING ACTION — Our MILKLINE POWDER contains
high levels of active agents ensuring a superior cleaning action
and a hygienically safe machine, while reducing cleaning times.

o NON DAMAGING — Product will not damage or degrade machine
components unlike the more traditional hazardous products.

o ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY — Proven by independent
environmental audits to be non-toxic, biodegradable and non
accumulative in the eco system.

Use daily in accordance with machine
manufacturers cleaning procedure.

How to use!
AUTOMATIC CLEANING
Pour 2-4 scoops into milk container and
following machine manufacturer cleaning
instructions.
MANUAL CLEANING
Pour 2-4 scoops into jug with 1 litre of
hot water put milk pipe into jug and
follow machine manufactures cleaning
instructions.

Client Testimonial
SERVICE ENGINEER
‘This product is super quick at dissolving
and does not leave any undissolved
powder when mixed with warm water.
This means it is quick to use and I can be
confident that no bits of powder remain
undissolved leading to the risk of
machine blockages when I leave site.’

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

1 KILO TUB

6 UNITS

058354

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

DESCALER POWDER
Performance Focus
Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our DESCALER POWDER can be used across a
whole spectrum of machines. This product can be used manually or
through a machine’s automatic cleaning system to remove milkstone
deposits and/or scale and prevent blockages in machine components.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o SAFER TO USE — The DECALER POWDER solution is classified only
as an irritant as compared to alternative corrosive descalers,
eliminating the risk of injury to operatives and customers should
they come into contact with the product.

o FOOD SAFE & NON TAINTING — Our product solution contains a
food safe and non tainting descaling agent, making this safe to use
on food contact components and surfaces such as machine steam
wands, whipper bowls, drips trays, machine nozzles,
work surfaces, etc.

o EASE OF USE — Our product is supplied in easy to use sachets or in

a tub with a convenient scoop so ensuring that the correct amount
of product is used on each clean, eliminating product wastage and
incorrect cleaning regimes.

o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

o

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

o

WATER COOLERS

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

When to use!
Use product on a weekly or monthly
basis, dependant on local water
conditions.
For service engineers, use as required.

How to use!
Pour 2 scoops of powder or one sachet
into 1 litre of warm water or directly into
boiler unit and follow machine
manufacturers recommend cleaning
instructions.

Client Testimonial
SERVICE ENGINEER
‘This is a much safer alternative to the
corrosive liquid I used to use, it really is
quick and easy to use.’

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

50gm sachet

100

DESCALER050

1KG tub

12

DESCALER001

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

DESCALER SOLUTION
Performance Focus
Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our DESCALER SOLUTION can be used across a
whole spectrum of machines. This product can be used manually or
through a machine’s automatic cleaning system to remove milkstone
deposits and/or scale and prevent blockages in machine components.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o SAFER TO USE — The DECALER SOLUTION is classified only as an
irritant as compared to alternative corrosive descalers, eliminating
the risk of injury to operatives and customers should they come
into contact with the product.

o FOOD SAFE & NON TAINTING — Our product solution contains a
food safe and non tainting descaling agent, making this safe to use
on food contact components and surfaces such as machine steam
wands, whipper bowls, drips trays, machine nozzles,
work surfaces, etc.

o EASE OF USE — Our product is supplied in easy to use sachets or in

a tub with a convenient scoop so ensuring that the correct amount
of product is used on each clean, eliminating product wastage and
incorrect cleaning regimes.

o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

o

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

o

WATER COOLERS

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

When to use!
Use product on a weekly or monthly
basis, dependant on local water
conditions.
For service engineers, use as required.

How to use!
Pour sachet or 2 doses of solution into 1
litre of warm water or directly into boiler
or milk container for milk lines and follow
machine manufacturers recommend
cleaning instructions.

Client Testimonial
SERVICE ENGINEER
‘This is a much safer alternative to the
corrosive liquid I used to use, it really is
quick and easy to use.’

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

100ml sachet

100

SACHET4

1Litre dosing bottle

12

DL001

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

HAND & SURFACE WIPES
Performance Focus
Industry-leading research and development, combined with
extensive testing ensures that our HAND & SURFACE WIPES can be
effectively used across a whole spectrum of machines and contact
surfaces. These WIPES are designed to be used on internal and
external machine fascias, steam wands, machine components or
any contact surface surrounding a vending machine to ensure a
hygienically safe machine and work environment is maintained.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
which provides the following significant benefits:

o FOOD SAFE & NON TAINTING — Our WIPES contain a food safe
and non tainting cleaning and disinfectant agent, making these
safe to use on food contact components and surfaces such as
machine steam wands, whipper bowls, drips trays, machine
nozzles, work surfaces etc.

o INDEPENDANTLY TESTED— Our WIPES have been independently
proven by leading UK and European laboratories as being
effective against a wide range of bacteria, mycobacterium,
viruses and fungi.

o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

o

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

o

WATER COOLERS

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

When to use!
Use on steam wands every 15mins during
coffee making.
Use daily on water cooler drip trays and
nozzles.
Use on machine fascias, internal
components and surrounding surfaces
during route cleaning.
Use on hands, surfaces and components
during service call outs and in workshop.

How to use!
Open tub lid and feed cloth through the
hole in the lid. Pull out and use wipes as
necessary.

o ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY — Proven by independent
environmental audits to be non-toxic, biodegradable and non
accumulative in the eco system.

o SAFE TO USE— Can be used on hands as well as contact surfaces
eliminating the need for multiple products.

o WIDELY USED BY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS— Provide your
working environment with the same high levels of hygiene and
cleaning as in high risk medical environments.

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE
12 tubs

HW150

240 wipe tub

12 tubs

HW240

Individual sachets

500 sachets

HW001

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO OPERATOR
‘I use these wipes to keep my steam wands
clean and are much more hygienic than
using a dish cloth next to the machine.’
VENDING OPERATOR
‘My operators find them so easy and
convenient to use on the taps, nozzles and
drip trays on our water coolers during site
visits.’
SERVICE ENGINEER
‘On some sites the broken down machines
can be dirty and unhygienic. These wipes
are great at effectively cleaning and
disinfecting my hands.’

CODE

150 wipe tub

Client Testimonial

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

ESPRESSO POWDER

o

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES

Performance Focus

o

SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP

Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our ESPRESSO POWDER can be used across a whole
spectrum of machines. This product is designed to be used on group
heads and back flushed through the machine to prevent component
blockage and to ensure a hygienic machine whilst maintaining
dispensed product quality.

When to use!

Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o HIGH FOAMING ACTION — A high foaming action ensures that our
product penetrates all component parts and pipes during the
back flush cleaning cycles. This ensures that your machine is
effectively cleaned, reducing the likelihood of machine
breakdown whilst maintaining dispensed product quality.

o SAFE TO USE — Product is safe to use and does not contain
harmful ingredients that will damage and corrode machine
components.

Use daily on machine group heads, in
accordance with machine manufacturers
instructions.

How to use!
Use 1 scoop into group heads and follow machine manufacturers cleaning
instructions.

Client Testimonial
MACHINE OPERATOR
‘This products cleaning capability is so
much better than the machine
manufacturers recommended product
and means my coffee always tastes
good.’

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

1 KG TUB

PACK SIZE

CODE

6 UNITS

BIO028

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

BREWER CLEANING TABLETS

o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

Performance Focus

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

Industry-leading research and development, combined with
extensive testing ensures that our BREWER CLEANING TABLETS can
be effectively used across a whole spectrum of machines. This
product is designed to be used manually or through a machine’s
automatic cleaning system to remove tannin stains, prevent
component blockage and to ensure a hygienically clean machine.

When to use!

Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o ONE SIZE FITS ALL BREWERS* — Slimline tablet design ensures
that our product fits through all the major machine
manufacturers tablet chutes, eliminating the need for a
different tablet for each brand and type of machine. This
reduces your costs and simplifies cleaning for end users.
*As of May 2010.

o DISINFECTANT CAPABILITY — Product contains a disinfecting

Use daily to prevent machine blockages
and maintain hygiene.

How to use!
AUTOMATIC CLEANING:
Drop tablet into tablet chute and follow
machine manufacturers instructions.
MANUAL CLEANING:
Open up machine and insert tablet into
brewer unit and run cleaning cycle.

Client Testimonial

agent to ensure your machine remains hygienically clean.

o FULLY DISSOVLES — Unlike some cheaper and branded tablets
our product fully dissolves into water eliminating the risk of
blockages due to partially dissolved tablets.

o QUICK ACTING— One of the fastest dissolving tablets on the
market ensuring that no matter how short your clean cycle our
product fully dissolves into water eliminating the risk from
partially dissolved tablets.

o NON DAMAGING — Product will not damage or degrade machine
components.

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

Tub of 66 tablets
Tub of 100 tablets
Tub of 100 tablets

6 tubs
6 tubs
1 tub in a
jiffy bag

BIO66
BIO023
KIT2

MACHINE DISTRIBUTOR
‘I used to use a different tablet for each
machine brand that I supplied, which was
expensive and complicated for my
operators and end users. Now with
Bioguard’s brewer tablet I just have one
tablet for all my machines which is
simpler and more costs effective.’
VENDING OPERATOR
‘The automated cleaning cycle times are
different for the various machines we
use. If the incorrect tablet was used on
the machines they would not fully
dissolve and block the brewer unit. With
the Bioguard tablet I don’t need to
worry.’

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

MILKLINE SOLUTION

o

Performance Focus

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

When to use!

Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our MILKLINE SOLUTION can be used across a
whole spectrum of machines. This product is designed to be used
manually or through a machine’s automatic cleaning system to
prevent component blockage due to milk build up and to ensure a
hygienic machine is maintained.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o EASE OF USE — Our product is supplied in easy to use sachets or
dosing bottles ensuring that the correct amount of product is
used on each clean, eliminating product wastage and incorrect
cleaning regimes.

o SUPERIOR CLEANING ACTION — Product is formulated to provide a
superior cleaning action which results in higher levels of machine
hygiene and reduced cleaning times compared to the more
traditionally used products.

Use daily in accordance with machine
manufacturers cleaning procedure

How to use!
AUTOMATIC CLEANING
Pour sachet contents or recommend dose
into milk container and follow machine
manufacturers cleaning instructions.
MANUAL CLEANING
Pour sachet contents or recommended
dose into jug with 1 litre of hot water.
Put milk pipe into jug and follow machine
manufacturers cleaning instructions.

Client Testimonial

o NON DAMAGING — Product is formulated to prevent the risk of
corrosion to machine components, unlike the more traditionally
used aggressive chemicals.

o SAFE TO USE — The MILKLINE SOLUTION is classified as
non-hazardous eliminating the risk of injury to operatives and
customers should they come into contact with the product.

o FOOD SAFE & NON TAINTING — Our product contains a food safe
and non tainting cleaning and disinfectant agent, making this
safe to use on food contact components and surfaces such as
machine steam wands, whipper bowls, drips trays, machine
nozzles, work surfaces, etc.

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CATERING MANAGER — HOTEL CHAIN
‘We have instances in the past of
operators leaving the product to soak
overnight in machines and forgetting to
flush through in the morning, which has
resulted in the product ending up in the
first cups of coffee served. It is worrying
to think that if we had continued to use
the previous hazardous product this
could have resulted in serious injury to
our customers. However I don’t have
that problem with Bioguard as it is totally safe and therefore this is one less
thing to worry about.’

CODE

One dose sachet

32 units

MSC-SACHET

1Litre dosing bottle

6 units

MSC001H

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk
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Where to use!

BEAN TO CUP HYGIENE KIT

o

Performance Focus
Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive
testing ensures that our BEAN TO CUP HYGIENE KITS can be used
across a whole spectrum of machines. These KITS contain BREWER
CLEANING TABLETS, MILKLINE SOLUTION, DESCALER SOLUTION and
user instructions to eliminate the risk of machine breakdown whilst
maintaining dispensed product quality.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant performance benefits:

o INCREASED MACHINE RELAIBILITY — Product trials have
confirmed that the use of our KITS have significantly improved
machine reliability, which assists in reducing operating costs and
improving your reputation/brand.
Please refer to the Bioguard case study detailing the benefits delivered to one
vending product user.

o EASE OF USE — Our MILKLINE SOLUTION and DESCALER SOLUTION
are in easy to use colour coded sachets, eliminating any operator
excuse or risk that operators really do not understand the
required cleaning and hygiene regime, so significantly reducing
the risk of machine breakdown due to ineffective cleaning and
hygiene.

o CLEANING & HYGIENE REGIME MONITORING — By providing a kit
with two months supply of sachets and tablets, Line/Account
Managers and Service Engineers can quickly and easily identify if
machines are being cleaned in accordance with machine
manufacturers requirements.

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

When to use!
Use daily in accordance with machine
manufacturers cleaning procedures.

How to use!
Follow users instructions in Kit and in
accordance with machine manufacturers
cleaning procedures

Client Testimonial
MACHINE DISTIRBUTOR
‘We used to use the machine
manufacturers approved product, but it
was expensive, difficult to use and not
particularly effective. The Bioguard Kits
have revolutionised our operation by
significantly reducing machine
breakdowns and the associated costs for
us and our customers, whilst at the same
time improving our customer
relationships and machine reputation.’

o SUPERIOR CLEANING ACTION — The superior cleaning action of
our products combined with regular hygiene and cleaning
significantly reduces the risk of blockages and machine
breakdowns, lowering engineering call out costs and increasing
machine reliability.

o INCREASED REVENUES — Our superior performance benefits can
result in increased sales of dispensed product, improved net
revenues due to reduced call outs and higher levels of kit sales
from usage being uplifted to recommended levels.

o HOST SURFACE INTEGRITY — Our products will not damage or
degrade machine components thus reducing machine breakdowns
and service costs.

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION PACK SIZE

CODE

2 month kit

BIO2MBCK

o DISPENSED PRODUCT QUALITY — Product trials have confirmed
that the use of our products and cleaning regime assist in the
maintenance of the quality of the dispensed product.

1 unit

Ready to order or to ask a question, please contact us ?
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk

VENDING

BEAN TO CUP MACHINE CASE STUDY
A NATIONAL MACHINE DISTRIBUTOR AND A RETAIL CHAIN
Outlined below is information from a recent case study involving one of our national vending machine distributor clients
and one of their clients, a national retail chain. This study demonstrates the performance benefits including cost savings
and increased revenues through the use of our vending kits.
In order to respect confidentiality, we have not identified our client or the end user referred to in this study. However
if you wish to make contact with our client to obtain further information on the study please let us know and we will
endeavour to obtain the necessary permission.

Problems associated with the prior hygiene and cleaning regime.
Our client, a vending machine distributor had a contract to supply Bean to Cup Machines to a national retail chain for
their in store restaurants and coffee bars.
The machine maintenance operatives within the stores were using a range of hygiene and cleaning products provided by
the machine distributor which were not wholly effective and also periodically the cleaning products designated for
general in store use. The use of these in store products was generally driven by either the mistaken belief that this
would reduce their costs or was due to the unavailability of the recommended products. This inappropriate regime led
to on average two to three blockages per week on each machine and for both the machine distributor and the retailer
this resulted in the following operational problems:

o Increased Service Costs - Each of these avoidable machine breakdowns incurred a service call out charge of
£75.00, which under the supplier agreement had to be paid by the retail chain. It is also important to note that
under different supplier agreements this responsibility can reside with the machine distributor but it is not
uncommon that the lack of clarity as to the true responsibility for the breakdown can lead to a dispute between
the parties as to who should incur the cost.
Total Estimated Incremental Servicing Cost Per Annum = £ 112,000

o Reduced Revenues - When a breakdown occurred the store had to wait for a engineer to come out and repair the
machine. In the meantime the coffee bars at the front of store would immediately lose income from the sale of
coffee and complimentary products such as cakes and sandwiches. In the restaurant area where there was more
than one machine available a machine breakdown would result in long queues which caused some customers to
look for alternative places to eat and drink. The loss of sales was estimated at £100/hr per machine.
Total Estimated Loss of Revenue Per Annum = £ 200,000

o Relationship of Distributor & their Client - The high levels of machine breakdowns were impacting the
reputation of the machines and the distributor as well as putting an unnecessary burden on the machine
distributors service team. In addition whilst the distributor was entitled to recover the service costs this situation
created friction with the client and over the longer term this was identified as a key issue affecting the future
continuity of the distributors contract.
Total Estimated cost = Incalculable

o Dispensed Product Quality -The irregular and ineffective hygiene and cleaning regimes were causing a variability
in the quality of the dispensed products, which not only impacted purchasers willingness to regularly buy the
product but also the reputation of the distributor and retailer.
Total Estimated cost

= Incalculable

Continued overleaf

Contact Bioguard today and experience the benefits we can bring to your operation !
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk

VENDING

BEAN TO CUP MACHINE CASE STUDY
A NATIONAL MACHINE DISTRIBUTOR AND A RETAIL CHAIN
Continued from previous page.

The Bioguard Solution
After extensive trials and ongoing operational experience with the use of our hygiene and cleaning kits we were able to
identify the following significant performance benefits:

o

Reduced Servicing Costs — By eliminating unnecessary machine breakdowns we were able to reduce the servicing costs to the client by an estimated £ 112,000 per annum.

o

Increased Revenues — The reduction in the machine breakdowns resulted in increased income at the coffee bars
and restaurant areas estimated at £ 200,000 per annum.

o

Dispensed Product Quality — Confirmation that the use of our products and cleaning regime assisted in ensuring
the ongoing quality of the dispensed product.

o

Increased Machine Reliability — Confirmation that the use of our kits had improved machine reliability, which
significantly assisted in re-establishing the reputation/brand of the distributor.

o

Combined Milkstone & Descaling Capability — This unique product feature simplified and reduced the cleaning
regime and increased the likelihood of machine operators following the recommended hygiene and cleaning
procedures.

o

Cleaning & Hygiene Regime Monitoring — By providing a kit that provides a two monthly hygiene & cleaning
supply the client and the machine distributor were easily able to identify the cafes / restaurants and stores that
were not following the recommended cleaning regime. From this they were able to proactively put in place a
procedure to ensure that the recommended cleaning and hygiene regime was followed so ensuring they
continued to achieve the benefits detailed above.

Summary - Our Benefits & Our Services
The case study detailed above gives a brief insight into the potential performance improvements and financial benefits
that can be achieved through the use of our products.
Our commitment to customer service includes the availability of our on site auditing service which typically provides a
comprehensive review of the hygiene and cleaning process in order to establish the effectiveness of the current regime,
the potential cost saving opportunities and recommendations on how the desired performance improvements can be
achieved.

Contact Bioguard today and experience the benefits we can bring to your operation !
PO Box 858, Northampton,
NN2 1AF, United Kingdom.

T:+44(0)1604 592048
F:+44(0)1604 583854

info@bioguardhygiene.co.uk
www.bioguardhygiene.co.uk

